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                         FISHERMAN 

new FLAT Harness Big Game carbon ( PAT ) 

 
 price ￥80.000- （without tax） 

 

■ Size: 57.0 cm wide x 26.0 cm high x 3.5 cm thick  

■ Color: Black 

carbon spring, composed of three layers of cross laminated carbon resin , assists anglers in challenging big fish. 

The Flat Harness Big Game is characterized by its compact and lightweight design, specifically tailored for big 

game fishing, without any unnecessary features. It serves as a strong ally for anglers during long fights with 

species like marlin and tuna, whether using baitcasting reels or spinning reels. It shares the common belt buckle 

with our newly released Flat Harness. The patent-pending Double Release Buckle System (PAT) allows for 

easy interchangeability during fights with the Flat Harness and Big Game. The flat rubber section, which is also 

patented, acts as a cushion, providing a smooth and comfortable fight without worrying about the boat's edge. 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

    "The carbon-made Flat Harness has a shock-absorbing function that absorbs and rebounds the impact on 

the rod butt end when big fish is hooked, supporting the angler's fight. The concave section of the Flat Harness 

has been processed with linearity to reduce friction and rubbing noise with the rod rubber cap.The SUS904 bar 

securely holds the standing rod gimbal end. FISHERMAN's unique concave design (PAT) allows for free 

manipulation and conversion of the rod, enabling a more sporty fishing experience. Combining it with the 

separately sold Spinning Harness further enhances the advantage during long fights with big fish." 
  

 

 

Spinning harness (kidney type) ¥2.6400- (without tax) 

This harness securely fastens the rod at the hip and waist, allowing for flexible 

movement and keeping your hands free at all times, so you won't get tired. 

This harness provides safe support for anglers! It can be equipped with any 

spinning reel with just one touch. With this harness, anglers can achieve a well-

balanced posture, enabling them to have an outstanding fight. 

 

■  For inquiries and orders, e-mail giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp 

 

Double buckles system（PAT） 

common buckles 


